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Real vvorld or
fantasy island?
By Jennifer

Lim
Hyde Park. Depending on how you
look at it, it's part of the real world or
completely isolated from it. U-High
parents , teachers and students often
· feel one way or the other.
Those interviewed talked about how
growing up in Hyde Park affects UHighers' perceptions of the world , their
attitudes toward intellectuality, and
their openmindedness.
SOME FELT that U-Highers growing
up in Hyde Park have a realistic view of
the world. English teacher Eunice
McGuire, who lives in Hyde Park, felt
one reason U-Highers gain such a view
was that they live in the city and come
in contact with a broad cross section of
people.
"I left U-High for one year to teach in
the suburbs," she recalled. "The students there saw the world as the world
of the suburbs. One boy told me, 'We are
the cross section of American youth .' I
was dumbfounded to think he was so isolated as to think something like that .
That same comment would never come
up at U-High. The students here are
more aware of the world. They know
they're elite."
Coming in contact with different kinds
of people in Hyde Park prepares UHighers for going out into the world,
thought sophomore Sue Iriye , who lives
in Hyde Park. "Different kinds of people are attracted to the University. And
they live in Hyde Park. U-Highers know
more about these different types of people so they are more cosmopolitan, less
provincial and sheltered than suburban
kids."
BUT, ON THE other hand, some people felt that, because of Hyde Park's homogeneity,
u~Highers
have an
unrealistic view of the world.
"Hyde Park seems like a company
town where everything is controlled by,
and most people are employed by, the
University," said junior Adam Helman,
a Hyde Parker. "This doesn't give UHighers a realistic view of the South
Side, or the city. They tend to assume
things about the places and people they
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know little about."
Many people felt Hyde Park is isolated from other communities, and that
this isolation contributes to U-Highers
having an unrealistic world view.
''HYDE PARK in some ways operates
like an island with limited social and
economic contact with other communities," commented social studies teacher
Edgar Bernstein. " We tend to look inward, toward the University. It's not unusual to have U-High graduates come
back with culture shock after they leave
this cloistered environment and go out
into the real world. Here, they never realize the reality of poverty or nonindependent politics.''
Growing up in Hyde Park also affects
U-Highers' attitudes toward intellectuality and academics, some people felt.
"With the University and so many University-connected people in Hyde Park,
U-Highers might come to feel that the
intellectual life is the only way of living,'' commented math teacher Shirley
Holbrook, who lives in Hyde Park.
"They get a limited range of experience, not being exposed to the nonacademic ways of life.''

They're living in history
For a look at the historic and artistic
landmark
houses of some U-Highers
featured in the recent book "Hyde Park
Houses," turn to the back page.

Neighborhood

Howsafe?

safest

BX.Matt Gerow

Being alert to people and the area
around them are the best ways for UHighers to keep safe in Hyde Park.
That's the advice of University of Chicago Security director David O'Leary,
commenting on the crime situation in
the area.
Mr. O'Leary said that the overall
crime rate had risen slightly over the
._past year, although certain crimes have
· decreased in number. Though he had no
exact statistics on any crimes, Mr.
O'Leary said that rape cases have
slightly increased since last year,
though they are few in number . Property crimes, or crimes where property
was stolen, have overall decreased,
though they are the most frequently
committed. In addition, burglaries have
increased, while fewer street robberies
or muggings have been committed.
A representative of the Chicago
Police Department said he did not have
exact statistics on crime in Hyde Park
on hand and did not have the time to
tabulate them. He also said he could not
think of anyone who knew the crime
rates .
Despite some of the increases, Mr.

By David Lieberman

What people
knovv, think
about U-High

What do people in Hyde Park and Kenwood think of U-High?
Mostly they don't. Many say they only know U-High is an expensive high school connected in some way with the University
of Chicago. The few who say they know more describe U-High
as a fine school that offers bright kids an excellent faculty and
education.
"To tell you the truth I didn't even know there was a University of Chicago High School," said Mr. Laurence Penn, manager of Radio Shack on 53rd St.
"I've heard of the school, I know where it's at," said Chicago
Police Sgt. Adolph Nervda, a Hyde Park resident whose beat
includes Hyde Park. "but other than that, I know nothing
about U-High except that it's affiliated with the University."
The few people who said they knew something about U-High
generally described it as an expensive and academically strong
school.
"It's a fine school," observed Mr. Stephen Friedman, owner
of Campus Foods on 57th St. "Scholastically, it's one of the better schools in Chicago and surrounding area. The kids get a topnotch education and a fine start in the academic world."

in the

among
city

O'Leary says that the 21st police district, which includes Hyde Park, is one
of the safest in the city.
"We're watching the situation closely," he added. "but I think we're holding
our own overall. Each night nine to 12
University police patrol the area in
cars, while at the same time the Chicago Police have 11 cars out."
Though some types of crimes have increased, none of the safety measures
taken by his force have been changed
recently, Mr. O'Leary said. He suggested several ways for people to stay safe
when police officers aren't around.
"As to how people can stay safe, common sense and alertness should dictate
that. Have your keys in hand when you
approach your door, make sure your
house is secure at all times and keep an
eye on the people around you,'' he advised. "If you notice someone following
you, don't corner yourself or isolate
yourself from view. There's safety in
numbers. We've published a booklet
called Common Sense, which gives you
ideas on how to protect yourself.
"Just be aware that crime occurs everywhere in an urban setting. And that
you should not do things that increase
your chances of being victimized.''

In its relationship with neighboring Kenwood Academy, Kenwood principal Elizabeth Jochner sees U-High as "a friend and
neighbor and a fine school. I have friends in the administration
area, we see each other occasionally and essentially we serve
the same community. We've worked together on various projects like math contests, we've swam together, we've exchanged facilities, we have a mutual exchange of classes available for anyone who needs. or wants them.''
Fifth ward alderman Larry Bloom attributed the communi~
ty's lack of knowledge about the school to "the nature of the
institution. U-High has thought of itself as an institution solely
for its own students. It exists for the benefit of students who go
there. If you're not a student or a parent, you don't have much
occasion to find out what the school's about."
Roane, owner A Step Ahead clothing store on 53rd St.,
thought community members knew little about U-High because
"it's a secret organization. The only reason I think we don't
know anything about it," he explained, "is that the people over
there don't make it known. I've never seen it in the community
newspaper and we don't ever see them coming around for donations or having any fundraising activities."
Editor's note: News about U-High frequently

does appear in the Hyde Park Herald.
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U-Highers say
U. S. has done
vvhat it could
in Iran crisis

By John Schloerb,
editor-in-chief

With few options to choose from, the
United States government did all it
could to free the 62 American hostages
held by Iranian students in Tehran beginning two-and-a-half weeks ago.
That's what about 20 U-Highers interviewed by the Midway felt last week.
Iranian students captured the Arner-

ican embassy in Tehran Nov. 4. The students, who were later supported by Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini and other
prominent Iranians, demanded the
United States return their ex-Shah to
Iran. The Shah, who the students
claimed committed crimes against the
people while he ruled, was in a New
York hospital under treatment for
cancer.

To pressure the Iranians into releasing the hostages, President Jimmy
Carter ordered that the United States
stop buying Iranian oil, crack down on
Iranian students in America illegally
and freeze Iranian assets in American
banks. In the United States, Iranian students protested the American government refusing to return the Shah while
American public opinion was ex-
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pressed mostly against the Iranians in
the embassy . Violence even broke out
between demonstrators of the two
groups.
Most U-Highers felt the American
government couldn't do much to free
the hostages. "Our hands are really
tied," said sophomore Ajit DeSilva. "All
we can really do is sit back and wait.
Iran is in such chaos under that crazy
man that it might not seem like we're
doing much. But there really isn't much
we can do.''
Senior Michelle Montgomery also felt
the United States had few options. "I
agree with the government in not giving
the Shah back. It would be inhumane to
do that to a dying man. Now, he may
have been inhumane to his people, but
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two wrongs don't make a right."
One U-Higher felt the government
wasn't ready for the developments that
took place. "I think they should have
had better protection at the embassy,"
said junior Craig Haynes. "Someone
should have foreseen that this sort of
thing could happen.''
Another U-Higher likened the American public reaction to that after Japan
attacked Pearl Harbor. "After Pearl
Harbor, American Japanese were put in
concentration campus," said junior
John Lim. "The American reaction to
Iran is similar. The people don't have
much they can do, nothing to attack, so
they attack the Iranian people here.
They're helpless. It's natural frustration."

try .·teaching

By Adam Simon

Photos by Geoff Levner

AMONG U-HIGHERS who became teachers for a day
Nov. 14 were, from left, top row first, Drew Sobel and
Denisse Goldbarg, Mr. Edgar Bernstein's Western Civilization class; Blake Minnerly and Craig Truitt, Mr. Philip
Montag's American
Studies class; Kwame Raoul, Ms.
Christiane Kelley's French 3E class; and Cultural Union
president Tracey Davenport, one of two student principals (the other was SLCC president Alyson Cooke) .

lessons from the day but they had fun. "I co-led my
Instead of clumping in small groups and talking, stu- French class," said sophomore Torn Marks. "I endents crowded around windows and peered eagerly joyed it. It was fun. But the reality wasn't there. For a
into classrooms Nov. 14. They weren't anxious to get teacher, teaching is a matter of ethics, goals, life cominto their next class but to watch the performances of mitment. For us it was a game."
their teacher-playing peers during Cultural Union
Freshman Sara Tedeschi taught social studies. "I
(C.U.)'s students-run-the-school day. Each class was don't think it meant anything. The students didn't take
to elect a student or students to act a_steacher. They it the way it was intended . But it was fun."
were to turn in a lesson plan to the teacher two days
Those interviewed felt the day should be repeated
before the class.
sometime. "Maybe every quarter," said French
C.U. vice president Andrew Dibble, who conceived teacher Randy Fowler. ''There needs to be some kind
the idea, described the day as "an attempt to include of followup."
everybody - student $.)-)
teachers and administrators. It
Librarian Mary Biblo, who turned her duties over to
hadn't been done here before in my time and the public junior Deirdre Fennessy for part of the day, said, "It
schools who do it include only seniors."
was a beautiful idea which really worked. I think we
No matter what they felt the results of the day were, should do it every year. Any more often it would lose
almost everyone the Midway interviewed agreed the its zest."
Several people had ideas about how the day, if reday went well. Some teachers felt the day gave students a chance to experience what teaching is like. peated , could be improved. "The teachers definitely
Most students felt whatever the purpose, the result need to be notified earlier," said C.U. president Tracey Davenport, who also served as principal for half
was fun .
the day. Teachers got their first written notice of the
"There is no better way to learn than by teaching,"
said Student Activities director Don Jacques, who day a week before it took place. "Also, our publicity
turned over his administrative position and Latin could be better," Tracey added.
Junior Steve Kellam said , "We need more warning
classes to students. "I could see making it a regular
and
more freedom. The concept was sabotaged by
part of my lesson plan and letting students take over
some teachers who gave tests or quizzes or took over
periodically .''
the class .''
"The day was a good educational experience all
Many students said they learned from the day that
around," said music teacher Dominic Piane. "For stu- teaching and administering are not easy jobs. "I imadents the important thing is to experience how much gined the principal as someone who sits behind a desk
preparation goes into a presentation. I learned, too. giving orders ," Tracey said. "If I'd known how much
Who knows. I might pick up a few moves."
walking it involved I'd have worn hiking boots."
Also see editorial page 4.
Students interviewed felt they didn't learn any great

Jack and Jill is more than

Cast livens
play opening

an old nursery rhyme for some

By Jennifer

U-Highers. Ten belong to Jack and
Jill of America, a social and community
service group for black families with
children ages 3-19. The U-Highers involved in the group are freshmen Reu ben Collins, Deborah Greene and Courtney Jones; sophomore Paul Montes;
juniors Jason Bruce, Raymond Epps,
Carla Hightower and Robert Jones;
and seniors Tracey Davenport and
Rhonda Gans.
Established in Philadelphia in 1938,
Jack and Jill spread nationwide, founding a Chicago chapter in 1946. Members
of the teen group, ages 14 to 19, meet
once a month to plan and discuss future
activities.
"We've decided to repeat last year's
popular Winter Weekend, which is a
February ski trip to Wisconsin, and
we're going to raise money with a
spring party,'' said Carla, vice president of the Chicago teen group . "We
haven't planned the service programs
yet, but in recent years we've held parties at a nursing home and answered
phones at a WTTW fundraiser.' '
Jack and Jill conducts a five-day Mid-

west conference each year where,
among other business, regional teen officers are elected . "Nine months of preparation , lots of friends and political
knowhow'' are required for election to a
regional office, according to Rhonda ,
who was regional president last year .
Most U-Highers in Jack and Jill said
they joined for the activities or because
they had friends in the group. "I liked
the big variety of activities they had
that I wouldn't normally do, like tennis
parties,'' Robert said.
Explaining why he felt Jack and Jill
could be helpful for teens, Raymond
said. "It can give them a chance to be
responsible, because even if you aren't
an officer you can chair a committee."
Many U-High members said they enjoyed Jack and Jill because it is a
source of new friendships. "I've met
lots of people from different states and
cities I wouldn't otherwise have any
contact with," explained Tracey, "and
I've made close friends I wouldn't give
up for the world.' '

AHthat glitters....
.. .. Isn't always gold . But you could probably
still find it at
Supreme Jewelers . We have a wide selection of rings, pendants, chains, watches and other fine jewelry
items. Yes, it
might not all be gold, but at Supreme Jewelers - everything
glitters.

SupremeJewelers

343-1460
1452 E. 53rd St.
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RAISING FUNDS for eventual distribution to national service organizations
is among activities of Jack and Jill, of
which Carla Hightower
(at board) is
Chi~ago teen group vice president.

Choirs
planconcert
With music spanning the centuries
from Renaissance pieces to contemporary selections, the 50 members of the
Chamber and Concert choirs will present a concert at 7:30 p.rn ., Tues., Dec. 11
in Ida Noyes Hall. The public is invited;
admission is free.

ThisThanksgiving
thank your feet
with comfortable
new shoes
from

TheShoeCorral
1534 E. 55th St.

Lim
A little past 7:30 p.rn. the lights in Belfield theater dim . The restless audience
of about 40 people grows silent. Dressed
in colorful costumes and makeup , the
cast of the fall play, "Servant of Two
Masters,'' marches on stage singing .
Opening night is underway.
An Italian comedy set in the Renaissance, "Servant" was presented five
times last week beginning Wednesday.
Audience participation proved a highlight opening night. After an argument
on stage, David Sinaiko, as the young
lover Silvio, stormed up the aisle into
the audience and snatched a program,
muttering to a girl. Then he fumed, "Do
you hear that? She called me a murderer!''
At 10 : 15, with curtain calls taken, the
cast and crew rushed backstage. Cheers
and sounds of "You were great!" filled
the room as the actors hugged, kissed
and congratulated each other.
"It went well," said Dan Zellner, who
played Tuffaldino, the servant of the
title. "Except the audience wasn't too
responsive. I think they were afraid to
laugh because there were so few of
them. But we did make them laugh
some, and with an audience that size,
that 's a good job."

Don't be a Turkey!
Turkey on Thanksgiving is so old fashioned. Start
a new tradition this Thanksgiving and go out for
pizza at the Medici. Be modern. Don't be a turkey.

Medici Restaurant
1450 E. 57th St. 667-7394

news3
From Svvitzerland
he came to U.S.
to come to U-High
By Avery Berger, page three editor
Tom Hauser, a student from Basel, Switzerland
who is attending U-High this quarter, finds he
spends more time on school-related activities here
than he did at home.
"My school in Switzerland has parties and afterschool activities but not as many as here,'' Tom
said. "Here if there's an activity you want to pursue you can do it in school. But in Switzerland you
do more outside of school."
Tom, a Boy Scouts leader and parttime lifeguard, lives with his father, mother and younger
sister in the German-speaking section of Switzerland. His father is an industrial chemist and his
mother is active in politics. Tom wanted to visit
America "to practice my English and experience
a different kind of lifestyle .'' Dr. and Mrs . Herbert
Meltzer, parents of sophomore David, and friends
of the Hausers, suggested that Tom stay with
them and attend U-High a quarter.
Tom has a year-and-a-half of school to go before
starting college. "In Switzerland there is school
from Monday through Saturday and there are
more different subjects to study each day, but
here there is much more homework so the amount
of time I spend on schoolwork is about the
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Flowers! A sign of emotion.
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WORKING as set crew head for the fall play,
"Servant of Two Masters,"
is one of the activities
Tom Hauser is enjoying at U-High .

same."
He has found the work at U-High harder "because English is · not my first language. My
homework takes me much more time to do than
the average student, so I can't get involved in as
many activities as I would like. But I'm still enjoying my stay here."

Whenever you want to say something, say it with
flowers.
Inexpensive
and right in the neighborhood.

SLCCconsultedon attendance

Mitzie's

Flower Shop

1208 E. 53rd St.

As part of her effort to reevaluate the school's
attendance policy, Guidance Department chairperson Karen Robb has asked the Student Legislative Coordinating Council (SLCC) for suggestions.
Ms. Robb says she feels uncomfortable with the
current policy because "the major responsibility
for seeing that a kid gets ·to class is being put on
the adults in the student's life instead of the student."

cy and how to develop one that meets those needs.
"Where I go from there will have to depend on
what they want," she said. "If the students and
faculty think the policy is fine as it is, then I can
accept it.''
In other government business, a student-faculty
volleyball game, originally intended to celebrate
students and teachers once again working together in student activities, has been postponed
until spring . SLCC was unable, according to president Alyson Cooke, to secure time for it in Sunny
Gym.
Cultural Union (C.U.) has scheduled a Christmas party 7:30-11p.m., Fri., Dec. 14 in the cafeteria. Two U-Highers in the role of Mr. and Mrs.
By David Lieberman,
Santa
Claus, elected by the student body next
government editor
month, will pass out candy canes. The Black StuUnder the policy, the first cut in a class results dents Association will provide food for the party.
in a letter sent to the student's parents; the secThrough C.U., U-Highers were invited to a
ond, a meeting between the student and the princi- dance at Francis Parker School last Friday.
pal; the third, another letter to the parents; and
Three teachers have agreed to serve on the new
after the fourth, the student being dropped from Student-Faculty Disciplinary Board at the request
class.
of president Josh Mayers. They are Mr. Hal HofMs. Robb consulted SLCC to determine stu- fenkamp, English; Ms. Susan Shapiro, social
dents' views on the purpose of an attendance poli- studies; and Mr. Ernest Poll, science.

713-4020

Can't see the writing
on the wall?

Student
government

Faculty approves nevv contract 92-10
By David Lieberman,
political editor

Additional pay for phys ed
teachers who coach, May Project coordinators, teachers at
6th grade camp and teachers
who substitute for other teachers is included in the one-year
contract with the University
which faculty members approved 92-10Nov. 8. The faculty

includes 148people.
The contract included the 7%
per cent salary increase endorsed by the faculty at a meeting Oct. 18. That offer came
from the University after more
than a month of faculty job actions, including picketing and
meeting -boycotts.
Also accepting a contract,
clerical workers voted earlier
this month to settle for a two-

Have the home ho.hums?

Sick of bringing the same old snack
old sack? Liven up your lunch! Pick
tasty sandwich
overflowing
with
cheeses, from Barney's Meat Market.
near by.

in the same
up a fresh,
meats and
We're right

Barney'sMeat Market
1648 E. 55th St.
752-0146

year contract with the University. The contract includes a 7
per cent pay increase, promotions, and grievance and arbitration procedures.
Partially financed by the
Faculty Association, a breach
of contract suit filed against the
University by four former Lab
Schools teachers comes to trial
Jan. 4 in Cook County Circuit
Court.
The four complainants are
Mr. Richard Kimmel, Ms. Evelyn Robar-Dorin, Mr. Larry
Butch er and Ms. Julia Zacharopoulos. They filed suit after
they were fired in 1974. The
tea chers argued that the Univer sity violated its own evaluation, grievance and dismissal
procedures. Faculty evaluation
committees had recommended
reinstatement for the teachers,
but the University did not accept the recommendations. The
teachers seek reinstatement
and back p~y.
The case has been delayed
repeatedly, Mr. Bell said, because the University three
times has filed petitions to have
it dismissed. "The University
has argued that the personnel
policy contained at the time its
own mechanism for relief and
since the teachers filed inhouse grievances that was all
the remedy that was allowed
and thus the cases have no
standing in court.''
All three petitions were rejected.
Besides the Faculty Association, the Illinois Federation of
Teachers and the American
Federation of Teachers · have
helped pay legal fees.

Then come into the Reynolds Club Barber Shop
during your next free period and see the light.
Only three blocks off campus, an appointment
will get you in and out before your next class.
And you won't see red with our prices: guys' cut,
$5, styling $10.

Reynolds ClubBarber Shop
5706 S. University Ave. (Basement of Mandel
Hall). Hours: 8-5 p.m. weekdays.
Appointments:
753-3573.

Express your feelings
a card ....

with

... from the Card Nook
Are flowers
too expensive?
Need to write
to your
girlfriend?
Bothered by your cranky aunt? Give them a card
from the Card Nook. Our colorful
array will surely blow
your mind - and theirs! But we aren't limited to cards only!
Notebooks,
paper, pens, and other wild and wooly supplies
complete the picture.

the Card
Nook
1456 E. 53rd St.
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• Oh,no!Another
drug.storyagain!
It's time for the community
to come ·to an understanding
The use of LSD, and the issues surrounding it, is examined on this
page by the Midway's columnist, Sebastian Rotella. And whenever
the Midway covers drug use the editors know what the reaction will
be.
Why do you print something like that?, we'll be asked. How can
you be so irresponsible? What will parents think? Aren't you being
sensational?
Parents panic, ask each other and at meetings how such a thing
could be going on.
BUT THE PROBLEM isn't the Midway. Drug use exists at UHigh, as it does at almost all schools - public or private, upperclass
or not. It's the paper's responsibility , and right, to examine the subject intelligently. And it's a continuing story that, once reported, is
not over, to be forgotten.
The problem is an adult community which seems ever-surprised
when the Midway covers the subject but which does little about it.
Currently, the school offers no drug education programs for students or parents. According to principal Geoff Jones, however, the
school is working on a general student health education program
which would include drug education, though no specific plans for it
exist yet. The Parents' Association Upper School Council is also discussing the idea.
.
.
. .
"Health education, both mental and physical, 1s lackmg m the
school," Mr. Jones said. "This really sort of ties in with what we've
been saying all along, that there is too much emphasis on academics here while personal development is too often <>Ver
looked.''
MR. JONES ALSO said the school has difficulty communicating
with parents about drug use and other matters in general. "We
would like to communicate more with the parents, but as long as
everything seems to be running smoothly, the tendency is just to
leave well enough alone."
And as long as the school continues to leave well enough alone and
does nothing to help the community to cope with drug use, Midway
articles will continue to cause a panic. How much better if the
school pushed through a health education program not only for students but also parents, Then drug use would become a subject the
community could better understand and cope with.
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A RELIGION WAS MADE of it in the '60s. It
was part of the youth culture's enthusiastic
movement towards universal Peace and Love.
Scientists thought they had found a possible cure
for mental illnesses, a key to how man's brain
chemically functions.
But today, LSD no longer symbolizes a
philosophy of spirituality
and rebellion.
Research into its effects and nature continues,
but has declined since the '60s. Fewer Americans
use LSD overall, but its use at the high school
level has increased, according to national
surveys. What was once a legal drug thought to
have many potential mystical and scientific
qualities is today to many people a stronger,
especially psychedelic, way to get wasted on a
Saturday night.
I asked nine U-Highers who use or have used
LSD why they'd used it, what they felt they got
out of the experience and their thoughts on LSD
and its ef feet in general. And I did some research
on the drug's history and what scientists know
and theorize about it.
Lysergic Acid Diethylamide (LSD) was synthesized by two Swiss chemists in 1938. They
discovered it to be a potent hallucinogenic which
caused a psychedelic, mental, emotional and
sensory experience. Scientists in the '50s researched LSD by giving it to volunteers and mental
patients. Researchers believed LSD's effects
duplicated the ef fee ts of schizophrenia and could
be wted to treat assorted mental illnesses.
A · religious-spiritual movement developed
around LSD in the 1960s. Many users claimed
tripping brought on spiritual insights and holy
revelations. Timothy Leary, the acid guru of the
'60s psychedelic drug cultl.tre, urged that national leaders take acid to gain spiritual
guidance. The nation's restless youth turned to
the Movement: Peace, Love and Drugs.
The U.S. government made LSD illegal in 1967.
While much of its mystique and popularity

declined nationwide, studies show more high
school students started using LSD in the '70s, according to biology teacher Murray Hozinsky.
The LSD commercially available on the street
today is a different drug than that of the '60s. It's
cut with other drugs for profit and is taken in
smaller doses.
The U-Highers interviewed said that an
average hit of acid in Hyde Park costs about $3
and is cut with speed. Most said they bought LSD
from dealers in Hyde Park or friends and none
said they'd used it at school. Generally, these UHighers said they hadn't had unpleasant or
harmful LSD experiences, but that they regard
acid as a powerful drug which they treated accordingly.
"If you're deeply insecure, self-conscious or
are very depressed at the time, don't trip," one
boy said. "When you're a teenager you're pretty
moldable and impressionable. Acid is something
you should think about before you do."
Saying they'd taken LSD for the first time
mostly out of curiousity, and for a new experience, many of the U-Highers I talked to
described the hallucinations and common ideas
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A musicalRenai
evolvesintoa Pu
SURVIVING THE DEATH of the Sex Pistols.
Surviving the covers of Time, Newsweek, even
Vogue. Surviving the fear and loathing of middle
America (whoever they are). Surviving American commerciality. Against all the odds, Punk
Rock is still alive. But not without changing, selling out, according to some.
Punk rock really began about five years ago
with the Ramones, a group of ugly, glue sniffing
nerds from New Jersey who knew three chords,
wrote dumb songs and were proud of it.
"D-U-M-B, everyone's accusing me," the Ramones sang about being teenagers, ugly, unpopular and stupid. Not a commercially intelligent ·
thing to do when everyone else was playing su-

Stateof
the Arts
By Adam Simon,
Midway critic

permacho rock. Everyone - critics, rock music
fans - detested them. To this day the Ramones
still haven't quite made it in America. But they
struck a chord (probably off-key) in England,
particularly with the Sex Pistols.
Sex Pistols. A name to strike fear into the
heart of comfortable bourgeois everywhere. The
Pistols' only aim was pure anarchy. Featuring a
contorted hunchbacked lead singer and a psychotic bass player who ended up killing his girlfriend and committing suicide, they projected
the image of grotesque creations of modern society. The Sex Pistols didn't want to change the
world, just rub our noses in the decay and filth of
it. Their lyrics seemed meaningless, awful, gro-

C. U. 's students-run-the-school
project deserves many encores
When U-Highers took over for their teachers during Cultural
Union (C.U.)'s students-run-the-school-day last Wednesday, they
saw just how much work goes into preparing class. And maybe they
gained some new respect for their teachers. They might even have
learned more by teaching the subject than just listening to someone
talk about it. C.U. deserves praise both for the idea and carrying it
out. Hopefully, C.U. will carry the idea further and develop it into
an even more effective program. C.U. needs to work more with the
faculty, getting teachers' suggestions on how to improve the program, giving students and teachers more time to plan, and coordinating their efforts more closely.
Perhaps C.U. could make a students-run-the-school program a
regular part of the yearly schedule, taking place not just one but
several days . And teachers on their own can let students teach as a
regular part of their curriculum. Because when students teach,
both students and teachers learn about teaching and learning.

,,_,.
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Student newspaper of University High School, 1362 East 59th Street, Chicago, Illinois
60637. Published 12 times during the school year, approximately
every third Tuesday, by
journalism students in consultation with the journalism .teacher. The editors assume sole
responsibility for content . Editorials represent the opinion of the editors based on re·
search and reporting.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF,
John Schloerb; MANAGING EDITOR, David Hyman .
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"First Person " is the Midway's guest column. All U-Highers are
invited to submit columns on their experiences or opinions.

READY FOR A ROWDY night of rock 'n roll
with the Talking Heads, Tom Cornfield, Ajit DeSilva, Peter Kligerman and I arrived shortly
after 7: 30 Friday evening, Oct. 26.
Greeted with the unpleasant sight of a long
line, which probably contained no more than a
thousand drugged-out fans, we contemplated
jumping the police barricades to avoid the inevitable hassles involved in a timeless wait. Howev- ,
er, the angry threats and smashed bottles of the
very rowdy crowd changed our minds. We cut in
the middle of the line instead. Immediately we
felt out of place.
The crowd, a mixture of Fiorucci models and
suburban high school dropouts, were for the
most part freaked out. One dazed fan, who swore
he was Charles Manson, was lecturing the inattentive crowd on the evils of liquor while bran-
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Non
Sequiturs
By Sebastian Rotella,
Midway columnist
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and moods they'd experienced with others while
tripping.
"It was a shared emotional and cerebral experience," a boy said. "I think LSD brings out
what's down inside of a person. I felt like I grew
closer to the people I was with. I get into them a
lot.''
Though he felt LSD is viewed as a social drug,
another boy said that "It's actually hard to get
communion or communication among people
who are tripping together. People, being different, end up going off on their own personal
trips. It's an inwardly-oriented drug.''
Another boy said he couldn't describe LSD as
"good or bad. It can be directed toward expansion of understanding and visual enjoyment of
beauty. But it also destroys many standards of
reality which you'd considered to be safe
ground."
Another felt that "people bullshit a whole lot
about acid as nearly a religious freakout. It's a
more intense high that makes you very conscious, but it's still a high."
Some of the negative effects scientists once
believed LSD caused have been subsequently

disproved by further research.
•'The allegation
that LSD damages
chromosomes and cell growth can be regarded
as disproved," Mr. Hozinsky said. "The idea that
the LSD-induced state resembles psychotic
episodes had been looked at more closely and not
that many parallels actually exist, though large
doses could still bring about psychic damage.''
But, physical considerations aside, Mr. Hozinsky felt that "Drug use in general tends to
substitute for other forms of experience, real-life
experiences which could be upsetting but that
are necessary for maturing. Since LSD is more
powerful, it could replace such real-life experiences to a greater degree.''
As with all drugs, the facts about LSD are
there, the risks are there, and most importantly,
the unknown is there. I think probably one of the
most important dangers is for people to simplify
the situation, kids to say simply ''This is good,
I'll do it," or adults to say, "This is bad, stop."
The phenomenon of LSD use exists and its many
aspects have to be thought about and analyzed
by everyone involved, rather than just praised or
damned.

rise of Punk Rock:11::21.....,..
nee? PunkRock

•TUES.,

NOV. 20

VOLLEYBALL,Francis
duled) .

•WED.,

Parker , .4 p.m ., there

(if U·High

in sectionals,

game will

be resche -

NOV. 21

BASKETBALL,

Thanksgiving

•THURS.,
THANKSGIVING

•FRI.,

tourney,

time to be announced,

Chicago

Christian.

NOV. 22- SUN., NOV. 25
RECESS.

NOV. 23-SAT., NOV. 24

BASKETBALL,

Thanksgiving

•TUES.,

tourney,

time to be announced,

Chicago Christian

.

NOV. 27

VOLLEYBALL,

North Shore, 4 p.m., here.

• THURS.,

NOV. 29

HIGH SCHOOL OPEN

•FRI.,

HOUSE,

7:30 -9:25 p.m. (postponed

from Oct. 3).

NOV. 30

VOLLEYBALL,

Lake Forest,

4 p.m., there.

DEC. l

•SAT.,

BASKETBALL, Quigley
SWIMMING, St . Patrick

North, 5 p.m ., there.
Relays, 1 p.m., there.

•WED.,

DEC. 5

SWIMMING,

St. Laurence,

4:30 p.m., here.

DEC. 7

•FRI.,

BASKETBALL, North Shore, 4 p.m., there.
SWIMMING, Latin, 4 p.m., here.

•SAT., DEC. 8
BASKETBALL.

!Iliana,

•TUES.,

6:30 p .m. , there.

DEC. 11

BASKETBALL, Morgan Park, 4 p.m., there.
CHOIR CONCERT, 7:30 p.m., Ida Noyes Hall.

•FRI.,

DEC. 14

BASKETBALL,
Francis Parker, 4 p.m., here.
CHRISTMAS
PARTY, sponsored by Cultural Union, cafeteria
page 3) .

•TUES.,

(see student

government

DEC. 18

MIDWAY OUT after school.
SWIMMING, Morgan Park, 3:30 p.m., here .

ky ReggaeParty

Hey pilgrim, tired of having turkey
and corn for every meal?

tesque. But somehow true.
She was a girl from Birmingham/She just
had an abortion/She was a case of insanity./Her name was Polly./She lived in a
tree./She was a girl
who killed her
baby./She sent me letters from the country.
.. she don't want a baby who looks like
that/I don't want a baby who looks like
that.

,..-- --

MORRY'S
has a wide
variety
of
consumables to choose from.

Specializing
in fried
shrimps, baked clams,
tacos, hamburgers, and
of course,
our world
famous corned beef and
roast beef sandwiches .

Unfortunately, as the Sex Pistols and Punk became popular in America, commerciality took
over. Unlike England, where Punk was the voice
of the poor, violent, rebellious youth, Punk in
America was just another temporary cure for
middle class boredom. Instead of the real, old,
torn clothing held together by safety pins, which
the English punks wore like a uniform, the
Americans went to chic stores like Fiorucci's
and paid hundreds of dollars for designer Punk
clothes. What began as a move back to basics
and away from execess became decandant,
tacky oneupsmanship.
Punk's savior came in the form of the angular,
pigeontoed, hornrimmed Elvis Costello. More
subtle, based on early '60s music, the new Punk
seemed lyrically witty and had catchy musical
hooks (short, frequently-repeated phrases).
Even the bands who still played in the original
Punk style, like the Clash, no longer railed impotently against the system. Instead, they injected
a note of political idealism and attempted to revive our generation's dormant activism . The
Clash presented a forthright rejection of the
American commercialism which had so damaged Punk. Songs like "I'm so bored with
U.S.A." summed up this defiant feeling. The old
Punk music, with its scary antisocial fury,
seemed basically self-destructive. It asked good
questions but gave no answers. The new political

Album covers reproduced by Geoff Levner

punk, personified by the Clash, was more interested in waking up people than disgusting
them.
•
Born out of the same circumstances as Punk lower-class poverty and political oppression Reggae music came from the poor shanty towns
of Jamaica. Its subtle, seductive beat began to
pervade punk. Elvis Costello, the Clash, he Police, many of the best Punk groups began utilizing reggae.
In a recent song by Bob Marley and the
Wailers, the premier Reggae band, "Punky-Reggae party" Marley sings -of the coming unity of
these two musical and political movements. The
synthesis of Reggae and Punk, the two most
rythmically and . emotionally supercharged
musics, could signal a real renaissance in popular music .
At the risk of sounding overly optimistic or
sentimental, a worldwide Punky-Reggae party
might be just what our apathetic generation
needs to get us off our behinds and out into the
street, singing, dancing and shouting. Together .

1603 E. 55th St.
Open 7 days a week
9 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
684-6514

Fine food to go, where
quality
eatables
at
reasonable
prices are
only part of what we
do best.

Last year they closed
the school . ..
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dishing a bottle of ol' number 7.
Once inside the huge ballroom, after some
searching, we found four good seats close to the
stage. We settled down and I watched the punks
pogoing to the raunchy recorded music. Finally
the lights dimmed and out came the opening act,
the As. The crowd rose up and the music began.
The lead singer, a pale, short-haired Briton, sang
in a hoarse scream. The first song ended and it
was clear that the As probably played in the
Drake Hotel bathroom before touring with the THeads. After 25 minutes of torture the As were
booed off the stage in a hail of smuggled bottles
and cans.
Bored with the next band on stage, a woman
beside me began an argument with her boyfriend. Suddenly he belted her in the face, driving her to the floor. He pounced on her, landing a
multitude of punches on her head. I stood by,
sure that the fight would end quickly, when the

story

crazed woman lifted a steel chair from the floor
and brought it down on top of my head, barely
missing her boyfriend. I fell, blacked out for a
few seconds, and then watched the continuing
· fight. I stood, still dazed, when four rowdies
grabbed the insane boyfriend and began beating
him up. "If a man hit a girl where I come from,
he'd be shot," yelled one of the enraged rowdies.
The fight facted away and the crowd surged
towards the stage as David Byrne and the Talking Heads swung into action. The atmosphere
changed and people clapped to the music,
danced in the aisles and smoked pot.
After a tremendous encore call, with three
more songs, we left the ballroom. Ajit asked me,
with a tired look, "Have a good time?" I rubbed
my head and smiled. "Yaaah ! "

This year you may not be so lucky. Picture
yourself trudging through the drifts of another
blizzard. Like what you see? If not, you'd
better stock up on warm winter gear (secondhand and inexpensive, but always top-quality)
from the ScholarShip Shop, because they
might not let you stay home this time.

The
cholarship
hip
Shop

S

1372 E. 53rd St.
493-0805
open Mon:-Sat.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
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JUST AS 10 other seniors are probably,doing, I've been asking
myself whether being on the soccer team these past four years
was really worth it. The letters and yearbook photos hardly seem
to compensate for those many hours spent after school dribbling
up and down the Midway. The teammates I've talked to agreed
that playing with the soccer team had exposed them to experiences they otherwise wouldn't have faced in scnool.
"I believe that playing soccer has enabled me to cope with people much better," said forward David Weiss. "I learned how to
accept people's views that were contrary to my own."
Many players felt that it wasn't the actual game of soccer
which created such experiences, but "the practices, bus rides
and team huddles which brought out qualities in us which were
meaningful" in the words of cocaptain Josh Mayers. Forward
Sebastian Rotella explained, "Sometimes it's the most grueling
and frustrating aspects of being on the soccer team which you
learn the most from. The whole experience teaches you how to
deal with pressures and competition. It's a real test of how much

There are only so many turkeys ...
So don't be one, come to Mr. G and get your
hands on one of our plump, juicy turkeys before
it's too late. You'll be glad you did .

1226 E. 53rd St.

Ourall leatherbomberhasallthedashofthose
daringmenin theirflyingmachines.
Thefinest
leather,collaredandlinedin deepacrylicpile,
withaviatorpockets
thathavetopflapsand
sideentryslits. 36-42$150
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you can make yourself endure." Similarly, forward Olaf Kirsten
said, "Not being able to play as much as I had in the past trig gered feelings within me that I could never have experienced in
school.''
More importantly, players said that what they got in return for
their efforts was well worth the while. "Unlike anything else I've
ever done at school," said fullback David Lieberman, "in soccer
you're working together with a group of people towards a common goal. And when you succeed, it's sharing that sense of
achievement with your friends that's the biggest pleasure.''
Cocaptain Chris Fitchen said, "Playing U-High soccer gave
me a sense of pride that is indescribable. It's one I'll remember
for the rest of my life."
·
And such memories can be gotten out of any team sport.
Soccer just happens to be the team I played on.
·
Taking all things into account, I have to agree with coach
Sandy Patlak, who said before the last game of the soccer season, "I don't care what you think. That field out there - it's like
the world."

Gettin·gintoshape
Cagers prep
for tourney
By Sebastian Rotella
Snapping chest -high passes to each other and
cutting smoothly in formation from one side of the
court to another, three varsity basketball players
run a three-ma weave in Sunny Gym. When they
reach halfway, the next three players start, running hard, faces set in concentration. The pounding of gym shoes and occasional shout of a player
or the coach echo in the otherwise siJent, highceilinged gym. It is 7: 20 a.m.
·
Attending morning practices, plus afternoon
practices with the frosh-soph squad, the 12-man
varsity will first see action in a Thanksgiving tourney tomorrow, Friday and Saturday at Chicago
Christian High. Harvard -St. George -and Francis
Parker will"J)rovide the toughest opponents in the
Independent School League, U-High players feel.
"We'll have more depth added by guys who
didn't come out or who quit last year, and the new
juniors will definitely help out," said guard John
Naisbitt. "We've got more speed and better ball
handling and shooting than last year."
Frosh-soph coach Steve Kollross and his players
see strong defense and good conditioning as important to a winning season. ''We don't have as
Photo by Seth Sulkin
much speed or height as last year," commented
LAYUPS COMPRISED a regular part of pracforward Paul Fox. "So we'll have a tougher season. But we have some pretty good shooters and tice as cagers prepared for their season. Biting his
tongue in concentration,
sophomore David Johnguys who can play defense."
ston
begins his leap.

From weights

into water
55th & LAKE PARK
HYDE PARK SHOPPING CENTER
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60615

Sunday doesn't have to
be dreary.
~
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Photo by Chris Newcomb
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Perk up your weekend with a Sunday brunch
from the Flying Lox Box. You provide the
appetite and we provide a fabulous assortment of bagels, cheese, fish, meat and whatever else you need.

5500 S. Cornell Ave.
241-7050

BEFORE THEY HIT the water, swim team
members worked out on the new Universal weight
machine in Sunny Gym. Here varsity
breaststroker Josh Hyman does leglifts.

Weights clang and pulleys creak in a third-floor
room of Sunny Gym. Wearing gym clothes, about
40 varsity and frosh-soph swim team members
crowd around the Universal weight machine.
Some laboriously pull or push the iron bars and
handles while others do dips and pullups . The effort-filled breathing of those who are lifting mingles with the laughs and conversation of those who
aren't.
Ten days before their first meet, Sat., Dec . 1 at
the St. Patrick Relays, swim team members
moved yesterday from the weight room to the
water. More swimmers have turned out for practices this year than ever before, according to
coach Larry McFarlane. He characterized this
year's squad as "extremely dedicated."
"Anybody that graduated will be fairly easily
replaced by those coming up," he commented.
"This probably will be the best team I've had in
my nine years here.''
To "provide more competition for everyone,"
McFarlane has added new opponents such as
Argo, St. Patrick's and Morgan Park to the
Maroons' schedule.

•
varsitycloses1n
Volleyball
Ill title
Victory against Francis Parker today probably
would earn the Independent School League (ISL)
crown for varsity volleyballers, according to
coach Deborah Kerr . The Maroons presently are
tied with Morgan Park and Parker for 1st place in
the ISL. Kerr feels the Maroons can win the rest of
their games "because all the teams after Parker
should be easy ones to beat."
Beginning district competition by facing Latin
last Tuesday at St. Mary's High School, the
Maroons were unable to overcome the Amazons
and fell from the state quest, 18-20,16-20.''We let
the mistakes get to us," Kerr said. "The girls

haven't learned to be poised under pressure."
Because of two losses to Morgan Park, making
the U-High record 5-2, frosh-soph players feel
doubtful they will capture their ISL title. Commenting on the losses, team member Kate Bevington said, "Their attack was just better than
ours."
Previously unreported scores are as follows, UHigh first, frosh-soph in parenthesis:
Latin, Oct. 30, there, 18-20,20-8, 20-10 ( 15-6, 15-9) ; North Shore, Nov. 2,
there , 20-9, 20-8 (15-4, 15-10); Whitney Young, Nov. 5, here, 12-20, 6-20;
Lake Forest, Nov . 6, here, 20-11, 10-20, 20-15 05-4, 1-15, 15-7); Morgan
Park, Nov . 9, there, 15-20, 20-8, 20-16 (7-15, 9-15).

U-HIGH MIDWAY•

"It was
strong a
we didn't
we might
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really frustrating because we had as
team as U-High has had for awhile, but
make it as far as we originally thought
be able to."
-Sebastian Rotella
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Anticlimactic ending to a sentimental season
By Matt Gerow

Soccer team cocaptain Chris
Fitchen sits on the lockerroom
floor in Sunny Gym Saturday
morning, Nov. 3, wrapping his
right ankle, injured in a previous
game, in padding material. "I
can deal, I can deal," he says
about the ankle, smiling. Elsewhere in the lockerroom, team
manager Brian Boyd tries a
jumpshot with a towel. "Ahhh,
that was bad," he screams as the
towel hits its mark.
Other members of the team ·
clown and push each other
around as they tape up for the
game. Like Chris and Brian they
appear unconcerned with their
upcoming
sectional
match
against Oak Park. Sectional
losses to Lyons Township 5-2Oct.
29 and Quigley South 4-1 Nov. 2
meant the Maroons wouldn't
play in the state finals. But a victory over Oak Park would indirectly help Quigley South to advance downstate if the Spartans
Photo by Geoff Levner
beat Lyons Township.
UNENTHUSIASTIC,
a bench of soccer players watches the final
YET IF ANYONE was think- m.oments of their season as Oak Park beats U -High 4-1 Nov. 3 at
ing about the game on the bus _H
_in_s_d_a_le_c
_e_n_tr
_a_l_
. ------ --------ride to Hinsdale Central High School, he didn't
AS THE CLOCK winds down to zero, signalling
show it.
the real end to the Maroons' season, players' faces
As the bus starts rolling, several players chas - reflect a feeling of sentimentality, as U-High's
tize a teammate they deem insolent while others soccermen walk quietly away.
cheer them on. Josh Hyman reclines,in his seat,
"This game's for fun," coach Sandy Patlak had
pushing the player around with only his feet, con- told the team in his pregame speech, and his
centrating more on adjusting the volume of the players seemed to realize that, though some felt a
Santana music coming from his tape recorder.
little cheated now. "A lot of us have been playing
And the relaxed atmosphere carries on through soccer together since 6th grade,'' fullback Dan
the Maroons' pregame warmup, just as the tape Fish said . "I think we sort of wanted to end with a
recorder is carried on the field to enhance it. San- win."
tana plays with the team, balls kicked above and
"What's the score over there?" a U-High
next to the tape recorder, but never knocking it
player;s
mother asks her son about the Quigleyover.
But as the game starts, the Maroons' mood Lyons match.
"It doesn't matter," he says.
changes. The once rowdy team turns silent as Oak
"It does matter," she replies.
Park racks up two quick goals in the first half.
Though U-High sparks briefly to score two goals,
His only response is to keep walkit1g past the
Oak Park beats goalie Josh Mayers two more Quigley South fans screaming "We want state, we
times to win 4-2
want state."
"When you've made State, you've accomplished
the goal. Further than that is icing on the cake."

-Helen Straus

HOCKEY

Loss can't cloud pride of accomplishment
By Kate Davey, sports editor
"Can this sign say, 'Kill Schaumburg,'
Seghers?" calls a varsity field hockey player to
the coach as she tapes posters to the sides of a bus
waiting outside Sunny Gym. It is 7: 30 a.m. on a
clear and chiliy Nov. 2. After teammates load
their gear, the bus will carry the Maroon&.to Lake
Forest High and their state quarterfinal game
against Schaumburg.
Once the ride is underway, players talk, joke or
doze in their seats . But by the time the team
reaches the northern suburbs, everyone is awake
and getting psyched. "Are we ready to fight?"
yells thruster Kathy Hankin from the back of the
bus . "Hell, yes!" shouts the team.
AFTER THE MAROONS warm up for 10 minutes on a dewy, neatly-clipped field, a Lake Forest
announcer reads off the U-High and Schaumburg
rosters, mispronouncing several names. Then the
team gathers in a huddle and cheers, "B-E-A-G-GR-E-S-S-1-V-E,let's go, let's fight, let's win!" Following the national anthem and some final instructions from coach Pat Seghers, the Maroons
take the field.
About 10 minutes into the first half, Maroon
Helen Straus scores . But near the end of the half,
the Saxons even the tally. In a halftime huddle,
Seghers talks to her players. "Ladies, ask yourselves. Are you giving all you have? We have to do
this together."
But halfway through the last half, Schaumburg
scores again . The game ends with another U-High
goal. Schaumburg players, coach and fan scream
and jump around. After congratulating them, the
disappointed Maroons leave the field. In the Lake
Forest lockerroom, they change clothes slowly.
AFTER WATCHING the first half of the Edwardsville-New Trier East quarterfinal game
(New Trier won the game and, on Saturday, the
state championship), the Maroons go to lunch at
Goodman's, where their spirits pick up.
While eating onion rings, pickles, French dips
and other assorted Goodman's dishes, the
Maroons begin to laugh and joke again. In a pool
on how high the bill will be, Helen wins with a
guess of $168,only $2 less than the actual tab.
As they leave the restaurant, the players pick up

Where's the best turkey
farm in Hyde Park?

No, it's not U-High. But, we do stock turkeys of all
shapes, sizes and mentalities.
It's the Co-op! And
besides our terrific
turkeys,
we have stuffing,
cranberry sauce, pumpkin pie and everything that
you could possibly want for a Thanksgiving
that
will leave you stuffed.

HydePark
Co-Op

55th St. at Lake Park Ave.
667-1444

If only they had known....

Photo by Chris Newcomb

JUBILANT
SCHAMBURG
players rejoice over
the winning goal which knocked the varsity field
hockey team from state competition
Nov. 2 at
Lake Forest High School. Maroons, from left, are
Beata Boodell, Charlotte Williams -Ashman, Hillary Werhane and Kathryn Hankin.

children's favors, including black and orange
plastic pirate knives. They add to the festivities in
the bus on the way back to school.
In the bus, a water fight using the water machine starts up in the back, paper gliders fly
through the air and cookies and cakes - one
shaped like a hockey field - are passed around.
When the players get back to U-High, they attack Seghers, covering her with baby powder. "I
have to go to a lecture!" she yells, retaliating by
spraying their gear with water. Later the team
ambushes her and frosh-soph coach Mary Busch
and throws both into the swimming pool.
"We played a good game," said inner forward
Megan Storing, describing why the team felt so
happy after a loss. "We played a good game and
we've had a good season. We're glad we got so
far."

about the U. of C. Bookstore, and all the kinds of
books imaginable;
the great variety of stationery
supplies; the typewriters,
cameras, and T-shirts,
not to mention the hot food at the Snack Bar ... the
pilgrims wouldn't have landed at Plymouth.

The

U. of C.
Bookstore

5750 S. Ellis Ave.
753-3306

iii"d
Weaving
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History in · the home

5501-A S. Everett

N~:~~;r~~~~ !~::::

Saturday 12-4 p.m.
Sunday 2-6 p.m.
752-5173
241-5173

Story by Kate Davey, photos by Geoff Levner
HISTORY BEGINS AT HOME for 102 U-Highers.
Their Hyde Park or Kenwood houses, built before
1910,are featured in "Hyde Park Houses," a book by
Ms. Jean F. Block which follows the development of
Hyde Park through an examination of its architecture. The book, named best local history published in
1978 by the Illinois Historical Society, focuses on
houses built between 1856and 1910.
The rural area fronting Lake Michigan south of
Chicago became known as Hyde Park Township in

Bored with your surroundin9s'1

1855,named by developer Paul Cornell after the park
in London. The suburb of Hyde Park, from 51st to 60th
streets, soon became popular and was annexed to the
city in 1889.
Notable for a wide variety of architectural styles,
Hyde Park probably has more well-preserved 19thand 20th-century houses than any other Chicago
neighborhood, according to Ms. Block, who is also
president of the Hyde Park Historical Society.

Sick of waking up to the same drab room every day?
Tired of watching your old Santana and Cheryl
_Tiegs posters turn brown and curl at the edges.?
Then liven up your surroundings with some greenery
from The Greening of Hyde Park. We've got pepe- .
romias, pathos, palms and others that'll make life
at home a little more bearable .

.The Gree~in9 of Hyde Park
ORIGINALLY
DESIGNED
for a University
of
Chicago
professor
by Mann,
MacNeille
and
Lindeberg, a New York architectural
firm, junior
Yale Brozen's 13-room 1904 townhouse includes a
cavernous two-story attic.

STONE FIRE PLACE with a bu~ t-in ironwork
bench facing it graces the living room of freshman
George Spafford's home, designed in 1910 by Howard Van Doren Shaw, an architect
who planned
many Hyde Park-Kenwood
houses.

1613 E. 53rd St.
667-0920
Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sun. 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.

•Plants
•Plant supplies

Regression
/ri-'gresh-un/
n: reversion in behavior, thinking,
attitudes, or identifications to an earlier behavioral
level.

CHARACTERIZED
BY an arched doorway and
. rounded stone turrets, senior Craig Truitt's ivy -covered house exemplifies
castlelike
Romanesque architecture.
The Truitt house was built in 1889 by
George Maher.

WHERE HE ONCE might have found an unobstructed view of Lake Michigan,
freshman
David
Weisblatt now sees mostly rooftops from his attic
cupola. The house, built in Italianate
style, has
been dated to 1860.

Regression is the state which most Li-Highers
revert to the minute they step into the magical
world of Toys Et Cetera. Take a break from the
wall to wall pile of books surrounding you, and
enter a playpen of toys, games, and puzzles. Come
regress, and experience the second childhood you
never had.

ToysEtCetera

NowBob'sis forbooks!
The Bob's success story continues. The U-High boy (class of '68)
who built a newsstand empire and made Bob's News Emporium
at 51 st and Lake Park a Hyde Park landmark is expanding once again.

In Harper Court
5206 S. Harper Ave.
324-6039

Got a beef?
Talk to Pete!

U-Highers know about Bob's fabulous selection of more
than a thousand magazines and newspapers. They know that you can
find the most popular periodicals at Bob's ...
and also the most obscure. There's something for every reading taste
(one reason Bob's clientele also has become famous).
Now Bob's has gone a step further. Bob's News Emporium is
becoming a book emporium, too. With popular
best-sellers plus, as you'd expect, the unexpected. All presented in a
cozy atmosphere perfect for browsing and choosing.
The U-High boy is now The Man for magazines ... and books.
The best newsstand
in the world has
2,000 magazines
for you!
And now it has
books, too!

STILL AT 51st and LAKE PARK

Located one block from school in Campus Foods,
Pete's Meat Mart combines freshness, top quality,
inexpensive and delicious meat with courteous,
speedy service and always the convenience of
closeness.

Pete's Meats
1327 E. 5 7th St.

